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How to make a Enum constructor without a default value? Can we make a constructor for an Enum without a default value? Because in my case

there are already 100 cases in the enum and I don't want duplicate them! So, how can I avoid this? public enum My_Enum { en0 = 0, en1 = 1, en2
= 2, en3 = 3, en4 = 4, en5 = 5, en6 = 6, en7 = 7, en8 = 8, en9 = 9 } A: If you don't need to make any non-optional fields non-default (which is
good programming practice anyway), then make the default for the enum be the same as the value of the property you're using it with (and add
some error checking). public enum MyEnum { en0 = MyEnum.Default, en1 = MyEnum.en0, en2 = MyEnum.en1, en3 = MyEnum.en2, en4 =

MyEnum.en3, en5 = MyEnum.en4, en6 = MyEnum.en5, en7 = MyEnum.en6, en8 = MyEnum.en7, en9 = MyEnum.en8 } If you're worried about
having duplicate values, make the final field optional, and then add some fail-safe logic to make sure the code doesn't cause an infinite recursion.
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